Background
Background
The high-throughput sequencing library (HTSlib) and the corresponding data formats [1] , were introduced to process data for the 1000 Genome Project [2] and has now become the de facto standard for high-throughput sequencing (HTS) file formats.
Many short-read alignment [3] [4] [5] and variant calling tools [1, 6, 7] use HTSlib to process sequence reads (SAM, BAM) and variant call data (VCF, BCF).
Tools that depend on HTSlib are typically run from the command-line restricting their accessibility to users who have a specific set of computational skills. To improve accessibility, several tools attempt to provide a better user experience in the form of a web-interface and directly process HTS files in the web-browser [8, 9] . This necessitates the use of JavaScript, the only language supported by all major browsers.
However, JavaScript was not initially developed to cater for heavy computational demands and the sophisticated analysis of large files suffers from poor performance in the browser. Tools which perform data processing on the server-side can overcome these limitations, but transfer of large data files can be slow, and transfer of sensitive data like genomic data to central servers might be restricted due to privacy concerns.
To overcome JavaScript's performance issues, the Mozilla foundation recently announced a limited subset of JavaScript called 'asm.js ' [10] . This subset removed performance intensive features from the language and the resulting code could be highly optimized by the web browser's JavaScript engines. Moreover, because asm.js shares many similarities with assembly language, it could also be the target of a compiler. Based on this idea, a compiler called 'Emscripten' [11] adopted asm.js, allowing it to compile C/C++ code into asm.js. Thanks to further optimization technologies recently introduced to web browsers, the execution speed of asm.js programs written in C/C++ code and compiled using Emscripten is much closer to that of a native binary executable.
In this work, we present HTSlib-js, a software development toolkit providing a port of the original HTSlib that can be easily compiled into asm.js using Emscripten. Along with the toolkit, we also provide real-world examples for developers to easily understand how to access/process supported file formats using HTSlib-js.
Implementation Compile HTSlib-js using Emscripten
To easily configure and build the project, we provide a CMake configuration file.
Running CMake via the Emscripten SDK in the source code tree will automatically invoke Emscripten to compile all required files and included examples (Fig. 1A) . The CMake script can also be used to generate native binaries (Fig. 1B) because the analysis source code and HTSlib are written in C/C++. This enables developers to provide a native binary of their tools for users who prefer the command line environment or the integration into existing processing pipelines.
CIGAR string byte alignment
Small aspects of HTSlib needed to be adjusted to enable full compatibility with the Emscripten compiler. The API to retrieve CIGAR information from BAM files (bam_get_cigar) uses unaligned memory access, which is currently not supported by Emscripten. We demonstrate the correct retrieval of the CIGAR string with an example called Digenome-seq.
Speed optimization
The current Emscripten implementation already supports a native way to read files.
However, the native implementation is too slow to process large input files like BAM files. Therefore HTSlib-js implements file reading routine featuring a double buffering strategy to read BAM files more efficiently.
Examples
In addition to the core library and interface code, the HTSlib-js source tree also contains three real-world examples to work with file formats supported by HTSlib Note: The test was performed using a 1.3GiB BAM file. The system used for testing was equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU (3.30GHz) running a Linux system.
Tables
Firefox on the same system was used for the web benchmark.
